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Deuter&reg; has the perfect pack for quicker trips and end-to-end hikers. Lightweight construction is designed for faster trips and
thru-hikers. SOS label for personalization. Wet pocket stores items in a separate compartment away from clean gear. Valuables
pocket in a discreet area for cash, smartphones and jewelry. Adjustable lid adjusts to loads of all sizes. 3L hydration system
compatible Elastic side pockets for extra water bottles or smaller items. 50L capacity with an additional 15 liters of capacity due to
adjustable lid. Deuter Aircontact suspension system:
&#8226; Stabilizer straps: create optimal positioning for load management.
&#8226; Breathable padding: ventilating hollow chamber foam breathes easily and sits comfortably against the body.
&#8226; Hip fins: Multi-layered fins utilize 3D Airmesh foam for unparalleled comfort and stability.
&#8226; Head molding: the head is clear to move in any direction.
&#8226; Contoured shoulder straps: adjustable shoulder straps with breathable Air mesh lining.
&#8226; Vari-Quick system: quickly adjusts to any back length.
&#8226; X-frame: follows your body&#039;s movements with torsional rigidity and flexibility.
&#8226; Vari Flex system: allows the hips a wide array of movements making difficult terrain easier to traverse. Additional loops near
base for extra tools and trekking poles. 100% polyester. Imported. Measurements: Bottom Width: 13 in Depth: 8 in Height: 28 in
Strap Length: 33 in Strap Drop: 14 in Handle Length: 7 1&frasl;2 in Handle Drop: 3 1&frasl;2 in Weight: 3 lbs 4 oz This product
may have a manufacturer&#039;s warranty. Please visit the manufacturer&#039;s website or contact us at for full manufacturer
warranty details.
If you really love this product. Please click top image to go to product page and click add to bag to order it . ! .Have a greatest for
shopping today . ! .
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